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Close Test for Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk Pre, SBI Clerk Pre, 

RRB, IBPS PO Pre & SBI PO Pre) 

Close Test Quiz 9  

Directions (1 to 10): In the following passage there are blanks, each of 

which has been numbered. These members are printed below the 

passage and against each, five words are suggested, one of which fits 

the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate words. 

 One day my son called me after his exams. I could make out from his voice that he 

was (1) __. “The exam did not go so well. It was not that know but I made a careless 

mistake.” I tried to (2) __ him saying, “Don’t worry, you will do better next time.” He 

was not pleased to hear my words. “You don’t realise how competitive it is here and 

how difficult It is to (3) __ anything.” 

A few later I got another call from him. “A (4) __ thing happened”, he said. “When I 

got my paper I saw that I had (5) __ marks for the question I had answered 

incorrectly. My friends (6) __ me to keep quiet as the Professor must have made a 

mistake. But you taught me the value of honesty so I emailed him saying I did not (7) 

__ the marks.” His reply was more surprising. “It was (8) __ ,” he said. “My 

interaction with you throughout the year (9) __ me that you knew how to solve the 

problem. That is the reason I gave you those marks.” 

I was happier about my son’s (10) __ than his marks. 

Questions: 

1. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above:     

A. bother      B. Sad      C. Unwell      D. Distress      E. Confused 

2. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above:     

A. pity       B. forgive      C. console      D. cheer      E. sympathise 

 



 

 

3. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. strive      B. triumph       C. succeed       D. want       E. achieve 

4. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. thrilled      B. routine       C. disastrous      D. funny       E. different 

5. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. assigned       B. awarded       C. obtain      D. received       E. given 

6. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. suggested       B. advised      C. warn      D. made      E. recommended 

7. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. deserve       B. qualify      C. need      D. receive      E. justify 

8. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. knowing       B. mistaken      C. oversight      D. deliberate      E. intend 

9. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. persuade      B. merited      C. convinced       D. proved       E. informed 

10. Solve as per the DIRECTION given above: 

A. value       B. moral      C. truth       D. honesty      E. potential  



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

B D E E B A A D C D 
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